
kinetic type
PROJECT 1:



Text that moves or changes over time 
is called kinetic typography. Today, it is 
widely used to help increase the qual-
ities of communicative text in media 
such as TV commercials, videos, sing 
alongs, movie credits, and more. Us-
ing expressive properties, kinetic type 
helps words jump off the screen and 
create an increased level of audience

interaction. The ultimate goal for this 
project is to create kinetic typography for 
any audio available such as movie lines, 
song lyrics, etc., in order to further un-
derstand how typographic variables are 
used to express the written forms.
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project brief & requirements

Most of my research came from Youtube 
and past students projects because they 
were videos. I did however find inspira-
tion from those about what type of audio 
to use because I would say that was the 
most difficult part. I also watched a ton 
of tutorials on how to use AfterEffects so 
watching those videos also helped me 
with what I wanted my video to look like.

research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7WQGrZUd-
b0&list=PL24F5C0F60C748D33&index=36 (Links 
to an external site.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdM3Edq_rWo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdM3Edq_rWo

The reason I find this video interesting is because 
it’s the same guy talking but he’s going back and 
fourth with himself so the screen keeps going 
back and fourth from right to left as he’s question-
ing himself. If I found audio that did that I wanted 
to do something like that, it added a funny touch 
to the video.

I liked this one because I liked how to screen 
flipped when the new words popped up, it was a 
bit hard to follow though.

Something I didn’t like about this was that al-
though the magnet part of the “U” was interest-
ing, it had nothing to do with the song or the 
words “deceiving,” that was something I wanted 
to watch out for, not portraying the correct mes-
sage through the use of effects.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdM3Edq_rWo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mnvvVi4HaI (Links to an 
external site.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdM3Edq_rWo

This was also confusing because there are way 
too many fonts used in one frame. The way that 

the word “love” leads into the word “even:” is 
extremely confusing and way too hard to follow. 
Also, the extended “I” into the  “N” in WHEN, is 

awkward, they’re building the words up when we 
read top to bottom, not bottom to top.

Although I didn’t want to do a song, I decided that 
if I changed my mind, during the parts of the music 

where there is no words, it would be a good idea 
to do something like this. A blank screen is boring, 
the way the lines move with the wavelength of the 

song is visually interesting.

I thought this composition was interesting, the 
way that the words are forming into the negative 

space of the 3, this helped me figure out what to do 
with the words when there was negative space in a 

number or a letter that I could take advantage of.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7WQGrZUd-
b0&list=PL24F5C0F60C748D33&index=36 (Links 
to an external site.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-8aXfSfju8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjyl29EILWo&index-
=74&list=PL24F5C0F60C748D33

I though this was an interesting way to represent 
text. The word that they are using is “bending” so 
they are bending the word.

This frame showed me how to make background 
noise with different volumes of noise. This person 
used different opacities and colors to show the 
loud and the quiet parts. 

This is just really confusing. I was started to real-
ize that too much text on one frame decreases the 
readability. Puzzle piecing is good but throwing 
text into each other like that just doesn’t work. 
They eye gets completely lost and confused.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDYq7_yHLYk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fNaBynWHtc&index-
=70&list=PL24F5C0F60C748D33

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGcYLJFf4Qw

Again, too much text on a page. The eye doesn’t 
know where to look first, there’s not much hier-

archy or contrast in size. It helps for me to watch 
these videos and figure out what not to do, so 

there leaves room for me to figure out what works.

Here is an example of where the readability gets 
lost. It’s supposed to say “holy santa claus shit” 

but they way it’s portrayed, it looks like it says 
“holy santa claus hit.” I’ll have to make sure that 
I don’t mess around with type too much that the 

message gets lost. That’s the biggest problem with 
kinetic type videos, the words get tweaked around 

so much that the sometimes lose their message.

I really like the way the words are layered here to 
show attitude. Even when it’s paused, you can see 
how the message is being portrayed, it seems like 

someone or a few people are saying “run away” 
and then there’s people in the background saying 

“ahhh,” showing a lot of commotion going on.

Instead of starting with sketches, we 
started right on the computer because 
we had to play with fonts right away. I 
enjoy playing around with text in order 
to puzzle piece it and work the letter 
forms around one another. Looking at 
other videos helped me a lot because it 
showed me some ways to work with the 
text and somethings that don’t work. I 
knew I had a lot of playing around to 
do in order to get the frames perfect. 
Not only did I have to fix all of the

frames a lot, of course I had to start over 
as well. A lot of my process has been fix-
ing up my typography. Unfortunately, I 
can’t show how my effects have affected 
my typography but before adding any an-
imations, I wanted to focus on the type. 
I kept thinking, “what is it I always do, 
what is it I never do?” From there, I tried 
to work with my text and puzzle piece the 
best I could using hierarchy and contrast 
in size and weight.

process & changes
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For the elephant rendering, I decided 
to use the font Knockout because 
it was heavy and bulky and so are 
elephants. It also had a lot of weights 
which I could take advantage of.

So, I decided to go with a quote from the show The 
Office. I picked this audio because Michael Scott 
(Steve Carell) yells a lot but also has a normal tone 
of voice, so it gave me a lot to work with. I found that 
it would be easier to have an audio clip that had a 
lot of tonal range. You can see that the parts circled

in red are the parts that are louder, and the smaller 
parts circled in yellow are the more quiet parts. I was 
having trouble because most of it was sort of mono-
tone and it was hard for me to represent those parts. 
I knew I had some work to do for the next round.

Here are my 1st changes to the 
1st set of frames. You can see I 
made some changes but I start-
ed struggling already, which 
isn’t a good sign because it’s 
only the second time around 
(red flag). Anyway, you can see 
in frame #3 that I moved the 
word “I’m” out of the tiddle 
and beside the word “prison.” 
It was too hard to read the oth-
er way. In frame #4, I changed 
the layout of the whole frame 
because the small text was 
hard to read the way that it 
was before, I also tried to put 
more emphasis  on the louder 
words and use more contrast. 
In frame #7&8, I tried to move 
the words around more but I’m 
starting to realize that I needed 
to put less words on a frame. 
In order to make these really 
work, the less text on a frame 
the better. I was starting to get 
frustrated with this, especial-
ly when I realized we couldn’t 
use imagery, AKA I couldn’t 
use the lips, so I tried using 
the words “kiss” and “mwah” 
but I hated it. So, I decided to 
choose a different audio/ mov-
ie clip to give me more options 
and more to work with. I find it 
to be easier when I switch my 
topic because hey “you can’t 
polish a turd” so why not start 
with something fresh, some-
thing new.
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So, here we are with my new 
frames from the movie Big Fat 
Liar. Here I had some color issues, 
I used the color blue in the back-
ground to represent the part of the 
movie when the main character 
Marty Wolf turns blue but it was 
still a little funky. I also tried using 
a darker blue to emphasize some 
words but that got shot down (I’m 
glad it did) because it wasn’t flu-
ent throughout (and it was ugly). 
As I am looking at them small right 
at this very moment, on this page, 
I’m noticing that a lot of words are 
the same size and some are hard 
to read because they’re so small. I 
was afraid to get stuck again, but I 
knew I had a lot of work to do. I’m 
noticing the least amount of con-
trast, hierarchy, and overall quality 
of the typography. I hated this al-
ready and I just started over, yay. 
I didn’t see all of the things that 
I just mentioned that had to be 
changed yet but toward the next 
few rounds, I was noticing them. 

There were only a few things I changed here. Reason 
being, nothing had really clicked yet. The few things 
that are circled in red are what I changed. I took the 
purple/blue color out of my text because like I said, 
it was just ugly and wasn’t working at all. The frames 
in the red brackets is the new part I added at the 
end. I changed a few things around with “why did 
you call cut” and the “heh HEH hEh” part to show

the different frequencies in the tone of voice. I also 
changed the way “McDonalds” was written and I had 
it go across the screen as he was saying it instead of 
just pop up at once, I felt that was more fitting to that 
part. I also changed the sideways words to be nor-
mal because they were hard to read. I starting feeling 
stuck again so I knew I needed to take a break and 
come back to it with fresh eyes.

{

}

3rd round 4th round
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A lot of changes were made this 
time around. The frames circled 
in yellow are the ones I just made 
larger so they were easier to read 
and the frames circled in red 
are the ones I actually changed 
around. I changed the amper-
sand in the 3rd frame and fit it in 
better with the rest of the words. 
I decided to take away the num-
ber 2 because the text was get-
ting blocky around it. To show 
that the guy was slightly yelling 
“shut the heck up,” I aligned 
the text down the center that 
way I could make it bigger, but 
not to too big, where the viewer 
would think he was screaming. I 
fit the “too much” into the “you 
talk waaaaay” in order to puzzle 
piece it more, as well as the 12th 
frame where there is sort of a lot 
of text on one frame. In the 13th 
frame (the first one with black 
text), I tried to listen to the em-
phasis more and not just have 
the whole sentence on one line 
using just one weight. OH! I also 
changed the font from Rockwell 
to Futura, (Rockwell was too fem-
inine). This round, I really tried to 
listen to the emphasis on words 
and try to express them in the 
best possible way. I felt taking 
away the blue background was a 
good way to start these. It actu-
ally helped me to see the letter 
forms in a different way...weird 
I know. That’s what happens 
when all you think about is type-
faces these days.

Like I was saying before, I really tried to 
push myself this round, one small change 
at a time. I tried playing with the 1st frame 
showed here but I still felt that it wasn’t 
very strong yet. I felt this way about a lot of 
frames. I felt that I need to see how other 
people were treating their type and hopeful-
ly get some inspiration from my classmates 
(and some good feedback). In all of the 
frames circled in red here, I knew I might

have been getting somewhere but the ty-
pography still needed to be pushed, and 
I was okay with that. I just knew I needed 
to sit down and stare at it for a while, step 
away, do some other things, then come 
back to it and hopefully be able to switch it 
around without taking it all off the page and 
then end up putting back on the same way 
that it was before.

5th round
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Taking all other critiques into consideration. I found 
myself a bit stuck again but I knew I just had to push 
myself more, so that’s what I did. You can see by the 
look of all the red circles that I changed a lot of the 
compositions from the last time. I felt like it was final-
ly starting to click. Puzzle piecing is fun to me. I get a 
wave of contentment when I see how nicely a word 
fits in with another word or an ascender/descender of 
a letter, along with some different weights. It’s a har-
mony of letters that makes my eyes happy. So again, 
“what is it I always do, what is it I never do?” I kept 
thinking to myself, so I kept pushing until I thought I 
couldn’t fit anything else anywhere else. So I played 
with opacities and changed Futura to Meta (which I 
liked a lot better) and I played with the weights until 
things start to harmonize against each other. I decid-
ed to turn some things on an angle because that’s not 
something I usually do. All of the changes in this gen-
eral area here were all changed. By tightening up the 
words, using different weights to show contrast and 
the tone of voice, and by keeping them in the same 
general area helped to make them not jump around so 
much and keep it easy on the eyes. 

That was a major problem I was having as 
well. The eye jumped around a lot because 
I kept moving the text on each frame back 
and fourth and I was having trouble fixing 
that. I think I finally realize how o fix that 
in the end of the next round of edits that I 
did. I felt something was finally clicking af-
ter this round so I was excited to see what 
I would be able t do in the next round.

For my final frames, I decided to put a textured 
background in the first few frames because there 
is some music in the back and the background 
moves with the music. I moved around some of 
the text on the first 3 frames because the word 
“your” was just hanging out before and it wasn’t 
very well balanced. I struggled with those a bit 
but I think I found a good solution. The 6th frame 
with the word “two” was pretty difficult because

the word “two” is so short, which means it’s 
not easy to work with. I balanced that as best as 
I could. I split up the two frames that say “this 
ain’t” because when they were on the page to-
gether, it looked really awkward because it was 
basically two sentences so, when I pulled them 
apart, there was so much disconnect, so I just 
pulled them apart completely and gave them 
their own pages!

Split up the “shut the 
heck up” to make it 
louder and not so awk-
ward on the page.

6th round final designs
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In the 4th frame on this page, I was boxing myself in. 
In my past renderings but although this rendition is 
still a little boxy, I think this one works the best be-
cause everything fit into each other. The 6th and 7th 
frame took me a while to figure out a solution to my 
previous problem of having no balance but I played 
around with size, weight, and puzzle piecing a bit 
more and I did the best I could with that. I lowered 
the opacity of the word “UHHH” in the 11th frame that 
way it wasn’t so harsh and distracting when it’s supp-

nothing was piecing together unless it was boxed in 
(which I was really trying to refrain from). Sometimes 
letters and words are awkward and aren’t meant to 
be next to one another because of their anatomy, but 
I’m learning to get over it and deal with it. I balanced 
the 7th frame better and I changed the way it went 
from top left to bottom right. Oh and keep in mind, I 
was trying to make my frames not jump around.

In the first 2 frames here, I moved the words “know 
the” to a better fitting place because they were sort 
of just hanging out last time, kind of unbalanced as 
well. I had a hard time with the next frame and the 
word “chicken” because the letter forms just didn’t 
work with each other so I tried to find the best way 
to fit everything together while still using contrasting 
elements. It’s better than being boxy right? I also had 
trouble with frame #6 on this page because again,

osed to be just in the background and not that loud. 
I unstacked the word “character” in the 13th frame 
because it was hard to follow when it was stacked 
and it was a bit disconnected. Although you can’t 
see it here, I emphasized the word “child” in the 14th 
frame by adding an effect to it in which it becomes 
larger as the guy is saying it. I also moved the words 
“the problem” in frame #17 (the last one on this 
page) because it was awkward and unbalanced the 
other way that I had it.

I really tried not to make 
this so boxy, I was starting 
to box myself into a corner 
by now.

This frame was weird to work with, the words 
didn’t fit into each other at all, just very 
awkward. Boxed myself in on this one too. Oh 
jesus what is happening...
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final designs final thoughts

Looking at the very last set of frames, I really think 
something finally clicked. I tried to fix the second 
frame the best I could without making things so lin-
ear and square but it was hard! Something you can’t 
see here is the effect I used for the “woah” part, I 
definitely think it relays the message better than it

did before. It is definitely hard to explain some of 
these frames without you being able to see the ef-
fects! Oh, and I changed the word “yourself’ in frames 
6 & 7 here to say “yoself” because that’s how he says 
it and it gives it so much more attitude.

There were so many things that this proj-
ect has taught me. I feel that I learned 
so much more about typography even 
though I already took that class. There 
was something about being able to re-
lay the message and relay it fast while 
following an audio recording that made 
me realize how well everything need-
ed to be laid out on the page. Not only 
did I get to learn how to use a new pro-
gram (mostly figured it out at the end 
of course), but I learned how to visual-
ly communicate a message with audio, 
but also without.

If someone is watching my kinetic type 
video and cannot hear the sound, they 
should be able to know exactly what is go-
ing on and when it is all happening jut by 
watching the screen. It is important to be 
able to communicate a message to every-
one as a visual communicator. You never 
know who will be looking at your work and 
you want to be sure that you can accom-
modate everyone. This project was a great 
experience and it definitely influenced me 
to want to learn more and explore more 
with this program, AfterEffects.
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